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Abstract: Deffining an enteerprise architeccture and an IS/IT
strategic plann separately leads
l
to dupliication of working
activities and conflicting arteefacts. Using suuch artefacts later in
decision makinng process cauuses many problems. Consequeently,
in a phase of defining
d
an IS/I
/IT strategic plaan also a skeletton of
an enterprise architecture
a
should be developped and writtenn in a
common repoository. The paper
p
presents advantages of
o an
integrated appproach for devvelopment andd implementatioon of
IS/IT strategicc plans and enteerprise architecctures.
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1. INTRODU
UCTION
Strategic information
i
sysstems planning (SISP) flourishhed in
the 80' whenn Business Syystems Planninng and Inform
mation
Engineering methodologies
m
w
were
mostly ussed to develop IS/IT
strategic planss. Since then thhese approachees have evolvedd and
new approachhes have emergged, to address changed bussiness
and environm
ment requirem
ments (e.g. electronic
e
busiiness,
business proceess reengineerinng, new legal reequirements).
The field of
o enterprise arrchitectures (EA
A) was introducced in
1987 by Zaachman framew
work, which became the most
frequently useed EA framewoork. EA was reecognised as a very
useful tool foor governance of an enterpriise and also foor IT
governance, allso in the publicc sector.
As SISP and
a EA approaches have com
mmon objectivess and
many other sim
milarities, theirr deliverables arre overlapping. This
causes many problems
p
whenn they are used in decision maaking
processes by different staakeholders. Thhe solution iss the
integration of both approachhes. The paper represents incluusion
f developing the skeleton of
o EA in our SISP
of activities for
approach. Wee show advanntages of the proposed apprroach
which has beeen used on reccent projects off defining the IS/IT
strategic plan (e.g. an IS/IT strategic plan of the Employyment
Service of Slovenia and of a financial
f
instituution).

2. SISP AND
D EA SIMMIILARITIES AND
A
DIFERENC
CES
EA is esppecially imporrtant for large organisations (e.g.
governments, multinational corporations), where achieveement
of interoperabbility and impprovements in efficiency is very
important but hardly fulfilledd issue. Many EA
E frameworks were
developed by:
F - The open Group
G
• internationnal organisationns (e.g. TOGAF
architecturre framework, IAF
I
- Cap Gem
mini Ernst & Yooung's
Integrated Architecture Framework),
F
F – US Federral EA framew
work,
• governmennts (e.g. FEAF
DODAF - Department off Defense Archiitecture Framew
work,
OIO EA - Danish governnment EA frameework) and
• enterprisess.
The recently introduced
i
EA framework ArcchiMate (Lankhhorst,
2009) is verry promising. It brings a common
c
modeelling
language for describing
d
diffeerent domains based on UML
L and
uses services as a linking element
e
betweeen domains. Itt was

9 by The Openn
acceepted as a technnical standard ffor EA in 2009
Grou
up organisationn.
SISP
S
and EA approaches
a
havve many similaarities (Wilton,,
2008
8):
• the
t main objecttives of both fieelds are almost the same,
• IS/IT
I
architectuure is one of thhe main deliverrables of manyy
SISP
S
approachees,
• both
b
include a baseline summary off existing IT
T
infrastructure
i
a an objectivee architecture,
and
• both
b
produce plans/architecturres that are dyn
namic and needd
to
t be reviewed and updated regularly, etc.
How
wever, the majoor difference is tthat SISP tendss to be process-orien
nted, with relattively little speecification of th
he deliverables,,
whereas EA is rathher the oppositee (but this also depends on thee
partiicular approacch). SISP is m
mostly targeted at a singlee
enterprise and doess not address innteroperability issues,
i
whereass
EA does.
d
EA is alsoo intended to prroduce nested architectures.
a
Defining
D
the EA
E and the IS
S/IT strategic plan
p
separatelyy
lead
ds to duplicatiion of workinng activities and
a
conflictingg
deliv
verables. Usingg such deliveraables lately forr planning andd
decision making caused many prroblems. As seecuring the topp
man
nagement comm
mitment is the biggest probleem and also a
criticcal success facctor for both appproaches, it is more efficientt
to seeek the commonn commitment.. Therefore, thee solution couldd
be an
n integrated SIS
SP/EA approacch.

3. THE
T
INTEGR
RATED SISP
P/EA APPRO
OACH
The
T main idea of
o this approachh is that within a SISP processs
also a skeleton of EA is developped and written
n in a commonn
ository. Later in
i the EA proocess this skeleeton is furtherr
repo
deveeloped and alsoo written in thiss repository. Th
his enables thatt
EA deliverables could be used in new iteratio
ons of a SISP
P
proccess. It is also important that ccommon change management,,
conttrol and evaluattion proceduress could be estaablished. Figuree
1 prresents the inteegration of SIS
SP and EA ap
pproaches. It iss
realiised with embbedding the acctivities of Deffining “As is””
arch
hitecture and Defining
D
“To bee” architecture into the SISP
P
proccess and with the common repository as a storage forr
deliv
verables. The figure
f
also shoows the processses of changee
man
nagement and im
mplementation control and ev
valuation whichh
shou
uld be continually executted to achieeve successfull
goveernance of an ennterprise and its sustainable peerformance.

Fig. 1. Integrated SISP/EA
S
approaach

3.1 The development of an IS/IT strategic plan and a
skeleton of EA
In our approach (Bajec et al., 2007) the development of an
IS/IT strategic plan consists of five processes (as shown in
Figure 1):
• Situation analysis: the aim of the first process is to get a
clear and documented diagnosis of the existing situation
(business and IT) in the target enterprise. Interviews with
many stakeholders are performed and documentation about
the enterprise is studied.
• Defining “As is” architecture: the process is dedicated to
a presentation of enterprise's key business processes,
information technology that is used for their automation,
organizational units, functions and roles, which cooperate
in these processes to achieve business objectives. The
integration issues are also addressed. The gap analysis
between the current and desired state is performed.
• Defining IT vision: the aim of this process is to examine
possibilities for utilization of new information technologies
to improve achievement of business objectives defined in
the business strategy.
• Defining “To be” architecture: desired key business
processes and their IT support are presented. The necessary
integration improvements are also addressed.
• Strategy formulation: in the final process the projects with
priorities are defined. Involvement and responsibilities of
different stakeholders in the implementation phase are
defined. Also plans for user training are established.
Finally, change management, control and evaluation
processes are defined in order to manage the
implementation process and assure consistent updating of
deliverables.
With the execution of the second and the fourth process the
skeleton of EA (at strategic level) is developed and stored in the
repository. The number and the level of detail of deliverables
depend on SISP objectives stakeholders want to achieve. It is
the most important that all deliverables are put into the
repository and thus could be further developed and managed.
In the prior version of our SISP approach (Krisper et al.,
2003) we used different modelling notations (e.g. ER, eEPC,
UML) for the representation of “as is” and “to be” situation of
the enterprise and its information system. For the linkage
between domains we used many matrixes (e.g. functions
against data subjects, business processes against applications,
objectives against technologies). To cover this heterogeneity we
used different software tools that did not have a common
repository. Because we would like to standardize the
presentation of artefacts in our integrated SISP/EA approach we
choose the ArchiMate framework, which provides a common
modelling language. Its most important advantages are:
• common modelling language for different domains
(business, information, technology),
• integration between domains is realized by a concept of a
service.
3.2 The implementation of the IS/IT strategic plan and EA
When IS/IT strategy and EA are developed it is necessary
to continually control and evaluate the implementation and
report the results to top management and other stakeholders.
The control and evaluation are very important to achieve SISP
and EA success and are also necessary for improvement in
capabilities of SISP and EA processes through organisational
learning (Baker, 1995; Bechor, 2010; Grover, 2005). Change
management assures up to date SISP and EA artefacts in the
repository. This is very important as we want that also business
and environment requirements which appeared during the
implementation phase are supported in the developed IS. The
implementation phase usually lasts from two to five years.
In enterprises these processes are rarely defined and
performed (Newkirk, 2003) what causes many problems, such

as: low implementation rates of planned projects, delays in
delivery, implemented IS that does not support lately business
requirements, decisions are based upon non accurate
information about the enterprise and its IS, low management
support for future SISP and EA activities etc. (Teo & Ang,
2001). As it was proven by many researchers that control,
evaluation and change management processes positively
influence SISP success we added them to our SISP approach. It
previously contained only processes for the first phase of SISP,
the development of the IS/IT strategic plan.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The integrated SISP/EA approach, described in this paper,
has many advantages. As the skeleton of EA is developed
already in the SISP process and written in the repository all
deliverables could be further developed in the architecture
process. The approach thus eliminates duplication of
development activities and conflicts among deliverables.
However, the biggest benefits are gained when those
deliverables are used in decision making and in change
management processes. We believe that is easier to achieve top
management commitment and involvement for the proposed
integrated SISP/EA approach as for both approaches separately.
The ArchiMate modelling language used in the proposed
approach also brings many advantages. It ensures unified
presentation of SISP and EA deliverables, common language
for describing different domains and a common way of domain
integration. This could improve efficiency, effectiveness and
especially mutual understanding of many involved
stakeholders. Formerly stakeholders should have been familiar
with different modelling languages, depending on the domain
and the level of detail of a particular deliverable.
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